
WHO AM I? (#1) 

1. I have a spring action handle with short blades used to cut heavy duty wire and corsage and 

boutonniere stems  

2. I am used to remove thorns and leaves from stems  

3. I am heated to a specified temperature; used to adhere materials to arrangements  

4. I have a straight or hooked blade and used to cut floral stems  

5. I am a clear plastic tube with a tight fitting rubber stopper and a rounded bottom.  

6. I am a chemical mix used to extend the shelf life of flowers 

7. I am waterproof and all-purpose; I am used to hold floral foam in place.  

8. I am a spray used to clean and shine leaves.  

9. I am used to store and display flowers in floral coolers.  

10. I have blades that cut from both sides and am used to cut stems without crushing them.   

 

 

WHO AM I? (#2) 

1.  I am used to cut through very thick or tough floral material with one cut. 

2. I am quick drying, waterproof adhesive which will not brown leaves; I am available in liquid, 

spray and tape forms.  

3. I am hand-held or stationary and used to keep scissors and knife blades sharp.   

4. I am an extra long bladed knife and used to cut floral foam.  

5. I am a green plastic tube with a cap and a sharp end; I can be inserted into floral foam.   

6. I am used as a stem support device; I can be soaked in water and stems are inserted into me.  

7. I am strong, malleable wire used to add decoration and support to designs; I am available in 

many different colors  

8. I am used to hold floral foam with multiple prongs and have a water reservoir to keep foam 

saturated.   

9. I am used to add sparkle and shine to bouquets and arrangements.  

10. I am strong, malleable wire used to add decoration and support to designs; I come in many 

different colors.  


